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Relative pitch and Absolute pitch 

Relative pitch is the ability to produce or recognize a sound frequency based on a 

reference note. Almost all human beings possess relative pitch, and most of us do not even 

realize that we possess such sound perception. When we hear a tune, our auditory 

sensorimotor control calculates intervals between each note and embeds the results into our 

memory. Next time we hear the tune, we would recognize the frequency ratios and intervals 

between the notes that match our data. Thus we would conclude that we are hearing the same 

music. This whole process happens almost immediately.  

Producing or recognizing a certain sound frequency without a reference note is known 

as absolute or perfect pitch. It is known that about one out of ten thousand people possess 

absolute pitch. Having absolute pitch does not mean that they lack relative pitch. 

 

Perfect pitch – a gift of god? 

Is absolute pitch a special gift as we stereotypically say it is? Based upon the definition 

above, the answer is no. In fact, all of us are born with absolute pitch. Jenny Saffran, the 

director of the Infant Learning Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, had gone 

through tests on infants whether they could preferentially recognize ‘tone-words’ over ‘tone-

part-words’. The infants showed more interest in ‘tone-part-words’, which required entire 

dependence on recognizing and remembering the differences in the absolute pitch of the tones. 

Saffran conducted another test, where she played three minutes of a song that were 

identical in relative pitch but different in perfect pitch. Infants turned their heads to the 

sounds, which indicates that they were listening to something unexpected. For adults, listening 

to same songs relative in pitch would not be felt as something unexpected.  

Saffran said, “With absolute pitch, it might be a case of use it or lose it.” Therefore, 

children who are into intense music practice or open to vast musical experiences during their 

critical age are more likely to maintain perfect pitch throughout their lives. 

 

 Significance of relative pitch - Introduction 



How and why does our perception change? What is happening to our auditory system 

during the infants’ critical age? What are the requirements and motivation of acquiring relative 

pitch? Surprisingly, delving into the development process of relative pitch reveals something 

far more remarkable than mere brain development of sound perception. The fact that why and 

how we shifted our auditory perception from perfect pitch to relative pitch may ultimately 

open up the enigmatic door to human evolution in music and representation. 

I will look into comparative studies on songbirds and apes to explain how relative pitch 

is uniquely human. Most vocally inept animals rely on perfect pitch since some of the key 

requirements of relative pitch are not met. 

I will draw similarities between infants and our hominid ancestors throughout the 

paper. Some of the changes and cognitive developments during the critical age well display our 

ancestor’s development of symbolic mind. However, I am not necessarily embracing the theory 

of recapitulation – ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny – since I do not believe that behaviors of 

infants are the evidence of those of our ancestors. 

 

 Pitch perception of birds 

Birds are skillful singers. Their singing throughout history and culture inspired many 

people. They are able to perceive and produce songs of other species, and their songs are 

extremely diverse in pitch level and repertoire. They sing mainly for courtship and territorial 

defense. During the breeding season, male birds sing to their heart to gain attention of the 

females.  

If they are able to perceive and produce certain melodies, then what kinds of pitch 

perception – relative or absolute - do they possess to make that happen? Most birds possess 

absolute pitch. Dr. Chris Sturdy, a psychology professor at the University of Alberta, has 

conducted a test on humans and three different species of birds, where they were rewarded 

once they memorized and recognized the pitches that were played for them. Songbirds were 

far more skilled in absolute pitch tests than humans. Most studies including RJ Dooling’s test on 

budgerigars, suggest that they generally encode absolute pitch and have rather limited abilities 

to recognize the relative pitch contours of tonal stimuli. Hulse and Cynx have shown that 

relative pitch can be trained on songbirds, but it is constrained by absolute pitch. For example, 

recognizing an ordinal rule for tone sequences that rise or fall in frequency regardless of 

absolute frequency components. However, when the sequences were shifted out of the trained 

frequency range, they lost the discrimination. According to the studies of Tom Weismen, the 



distributions of the absolute pitches of the Carolina Chickadees were extensively overlapping.  

Therefore, although they can artificially recognize melodic contours, it is difficult to conclude 

that they naturally possess relative pitch.  

There is one species that is approved to have both relative and absolute pitch. They are 

the Black Capped Chickadees. Ron Weismen, the main conductor of the study, put 154 male 

black-capped chickadees and recorded their songs. Their songs contained two units, “fee bee”, 

where “bee” was considerably lower in pitch than “fee” was. The interval between the two 

sounds was almost identical among the 154 birds, but the starting notes were different for 

every bird. Therefore, they have concluded that Black Capped Chickadees possess relative 

pitch. The diagram below clearly shows the correlation. 

 

 Black Capped Chickadees also possess absolute pitch since they learn from other 

species in absolute pitch. A test was conducted, where Black Capped Chickadees were put in a 

same space with different species to see if they learn songs in relative pitch. Chickadees did not 

learn songs that were out of their vocal range. However, they seem to absorb sound patterns 

that were in their vocal range and produce the sound in the same pitches. 

 I disagree with the conclusion. The fact that they sing “fee bee” songs in different pitches 

was astounding, but it is not profound enough to say that they have relative pitch unless they 

knew how to learn other sounds in their own vocal tract. The “fee bee” song is most likely an 

innate vocal production rather than something learned as some studies suggest that canaries 

can sing without any help from adult birds. Each “fee bee” is unique to its own. It is similar to 



the cries of infants as they come out of their mothers’ womb. The cries do not share the same 

pitches, but they share similar intervals and rhythms. It is hard to apply the concept of relative 

pitch to them just based on the similarities of intervals and rhythms of a simple sound 

production. Therefore, perception and production of the “fee bee” are most likely unrelated to 

pitch perception.  

 

 Pitch perception of apes 

 Comparative studies in any kind of fields related to human evolution must cope with 

apes because they are the closest species to modern humans. However, there seem to be some 

limitations in studying pitch perceptions of apes. Vocalizations of apes are far more limited 

than those of humans and songbirds. They have not succeeded in adopting vocal systems that 

enabled them to produce diverse and pitch related sounds. Also their ears are not too open for 

high frequency sounds as humans are. These kinds of biological limitations bring difficulties in 

performing comparative studies on apes. 

 Izumi Akihiro of the Kyoto University has conducted tests on Japanese monkeys to see if 

they possess relative pitch or not. He trained the Japanese monkeys to detect changes from 

rising to falling contours of 3-tone sequences. They were presented serially with tone 

transposition, and they succeeded in discriminating the sounds by relative pitch only if the 

frequency ranges of sequences were within the training range. Although relative pitch could be 

trained for those monkeys, it is difficult to conclude that they possess relative pitch. 

 The majority of the gibbon songs are duets, with the female taking the lead and the male 

responding as the second voice. Biomusicologists have found out that they not only possessed 

perfect pitch but also a keen sense of rhythm. The songs were always in same pitch and same 

rhythm, suggesting that the sound was highly biological and immediate. 

 

 Conclusion of Comparative Studies 

These comparative studies of birds and apes bring up the conclusion that non-human 

animals lack relative pitch. Any sign of relative pitch is either trained or biased by humans. 

Songbirds studied by Hulce and Cynx and Japanese monkeys studied by Izumi showed that 

they could be trained to make them seem like they have relative pitch, but failed in using 

relative pitch on sounds outside the training scope. Black Capped Chickadees seemed to have 

relative pitch, yet they failed in learning songs of other species using absolute pitch. Therefore, 

it requires something uniquely human in order to acquire relative pitch. 



 

 Beginning of the critical age 

 Then how does the shift from perfect pitch to relative pitch occur – from human infants 

to adult, or ape to modern human? What are some of the requirements that need to be 

established before going over the threshold of relative pitch? One of the key aspects of relative 

pitch is symbolism. Without symbolic mind, we cannot organize the sounds into hierarchies 

and reproduce them based upon such neural structures. To explain the meaning of symbolism, 

we must examine many other features beforehand. 

 

 Meaning of Meaning 

 Icons are mediated by a similarity between sign and object. For example in pitch 

perception, if the ‘Happy Birthday’ song in C were an object, ‘Happy Birthday’ in D would be an 

icon. Indices are mediated by some physical or temporal connection between sign and object. 

With enough experience with the icons, we can relate them together to create an index. For 

example, for a person with enough experience with fire and smoke, smoke will indicate fire. 

Symbols are physical characteristics of either sign or object. Once the hierarchies of indices are 

formed, a symbol could be understood.  

One important point is that we need to understand the concept of a symbol in order to 

fully comprehend icon and index. Without a symbolic mind, it is impossible to separate the 

form and meaning of an object. For example, vervet monkeys give out an alarm call whenever 

they see a predator such as an eagle or a lion. Humans with symbolic mind would think that the 

alarm call is an index of the predator, but for the monkeys the form (acoustic call) and meaning 

(running up the tree) are together. For us, it is hard to imagine what it is like to have form and 

the meaning together, but for them, input of the form equals output of the meaning – 

everything happens immediately. In other words, when the vervet hears an alarm call, it 

immediately runs up the tree. 

 What does this have to do with relative pitch? For us, when we hear a Happy Birthday 

song in C and the same song transposed in D some time later, we conclude that the two songs 

are the same because the meanings are the same. However, for an animal, the two songs are 

completely different because the forms are different. And with different forms, meanings must 

be different too. Symbolism enables us to seek for the same meaning based on similar forms. 

 

 Development of Symbolism 



 Symbolism did not randomly evolve in one day. In fact, almost 6 million years of 

physiological and cognitive evolution of humans enabled us to think symbolically. One of the 

most crucial evolutions is bipedalism. Bipedalism changed many physiological aspects of 

human beings. First, it lowered the larynx of humans, enabling us to have diversity in vocal 

pitches. Second, it enlarged the brain, and of the brain the most important part is the broca’s 

area that specifically deals with speech. Third, it enforced us to move into open landscape from 

the trees, and thus body hair disappeared to stay cool. Fourth, it decreased the size of the 

pelvis, and thus babies were born much earlier. Without the caretaker’s body hair to cling on, 

babies became more helpless. Caretakers had to put their baby down, which constrained them 

to use vocal calls to interact with them. Those vocal calls later became IDS (Infant-directed 

speech), and humans learned vocal communication and representation early in their lives.  

These kinds of evolution are merely focused on vocal development. Other kinds of 

evolution such as gestural, cognitive, emotional, and computational abilities have been 

developed at the same time to prepare for crossing the symbolic threshold. During the 

preparation, icons were formed together to create indices, and indices were organized together 

to create symbols. Some of the vocal developments listed above enforced us to be more pitch-

sensitive, motivating us to create indices and symbols of sound frequency inputs. Just as how 

numbers have certain sequences (1 3 5 7 – the intervals between the numbers are evenly 

distributed by 2), humans begun to listen for frequency ratios instead of the exact frequencies 

themselves. As they were able to listen for the hierarchies of the units, they were able to 

conclude that the meaning of a tune or a word is the same as long as it had similar form. 

 

 Proto-iconicity 

 Proto-iconicity probably occurred when humans first appreciated a certain natural bias. 

For example, Homo ergasters created symmetric hand axes that existed for almost one million 

years. This is no accident. They had to have preferred the symmetry to asymmetry. In order to 

do this, they must have known what it is like to be asymmetric. This is the first evidence of 

iconicity of human genome. However, hand axes maintaining the same form for more than 1 

million years suggest that they have not yet crossed the symbolic threshold. Instead, they were 

only at the stage of realizing a bias in the form. This stage is what I would call proto-iconicity. 

 Probably only the creator of the symmetrical hand axes knew the true meaning of his 

symmetry. Before the symbolic threshold, theory of mind on humans has not yet been 

developed, thus the creator without realizing that other hominids had a ‘self’ just like himself, 



depended solely on natural bias and imitating such bias. Let us apply this same concept to 

auditory perception. A homo ergaster uses his absolute pitch to the greatest in order to imitate 

a wolf cry – a natural bias. He himself would think that the form and the meaning of the 

imitation is the exact same wolf cry. However, the others would not recognize that the 

imitation was either the same form or the meaning of the wolf cry because the pitch was 

relative but different. A significant amount of proto-icons start to form a proto-index. And 

proto-indices would start to form a proto-symbol, which would help them cross the symbolic 

threshold and separate the form and meaning – realize the similarities between forms. 

  

 Infants acquiring relative pitch 

 Early hominids built up proto-iconicity (self-iconicity) to proto-symbolism. As they 

crossed the symbolic threshold, they could separate and recreate the form and the meaning of 

an acoustic input. Using the hierarchies of different icons and indices and applying those to 

theory of mind, early humans could develop relative pitch. How is this similar to the cognitive 

development of modern human infants? 

 It could be easily mistaken that relative pitch is a cultural product because all infants 

start with perfect pitch. Unlike early hominids, modern infants are born with biological 

foundations for symbolic mind and thus relative pitch. As long as they are capable of 

establishing a symbolic hierarchy, which is biological, they are able to put sound frequencies in 

structures. 

 Young infant, who relies on perfect pitch, cannot produce compositional sounds, and is 

constantly in dyadic communication with his caretaker, has the basic foundations for symbolic 

thought, has not yet developed symbolic mind. During his first few weeks of life, he spends 

time observing the environment, extracting vast data that later may be compressed together in 

categories. Infant directed speech of the caretaker constantly soothes and excites him with 

vocal and gestural motions. As he ages even more, the caretaker using IDS not only arouses him 

but also communicates the caretaker’s basic intentions. With the recursion process embedded 

in his brain, statistical data of IDS soon go through various trial and errors. Soon he categorizes 

different inputs into hierarchies and structures. 

 The infant first relies on perfect pitch to distinguish the inputs. Then the recursion 

process concentrates on the similarities between two pitches, and puts in information of 

intervals rather than the unstructured information itself. Analyzing the ratios of a recursive 

process is much more efficient than analyzing the rare frequencies themselves. As the infant 



grows up, it may maintain perfect pitch along with relative pitch. However, human perfect 

pitch is rather culturally biased. Human perfect pitch is a symbolic process since the inputs are 

distinguished in symbolic notations. It depends itself on cultural notations and structures. 

 Some astounding similarities between infants and early hominids exist. Thanks to 

recursion and basic symbolic mind, the infant can develop relative pitch in a few years while it 

took about 6 million years for early hominids. However, they both go through collecting data 

using perfect pitch, and then they organize them into a hierarchy of intervals, which ultimately 

lead to relative pitch. Forming a hierarchy of intervals, infants mostly use recursion, while 

early hominids started out with proto-iconicity to cross the symbolic threshold. 

 

 Conclusion 

 Delving into finding the origins of the development of relative pitch, we could open up 

some of the enigmatic doors of discovering the origins of symbolic representation. Through 

comparative studies, we observed that most animals fully rely on perfect pitch. Black Capped 

Chickadees seemed to possess relative pitch, but it lacked the symbolic hierarchies as proven 

by its limitations in relative perception. 

 Relative pitch requires symbolic mind. Homo ergasters first recognized the natural bias, 

and with partial Theory of Mind, they were able to build up “self-relative pitch”. At this time, 

form and the meaning of an acoustic input could not be separated except the process 

conducted to itself, thus other than the producer of an object or a sound, the meaning was 

impossible to be perceived by the others. Vast data of icons and indices led to crossing the 

symbolic threshold. This enabled to separate form and meaning of a sound or a sign. Thus it 

allowed humans to perceive and produce same meaning with similar forms. Recursion process 

of sound perception ultimately led to having relative pitch. 

 Infants go through a similar process, except they possess basic foundations of symbolic 

mind such as recursion. Young infants normally spend time observing their environment 

collecting data. Data build up to form categories and hierarchies of the icons and indices, which 

eventually lead to symbols. As they become comfortable with symbols, their dependence on 

perfect pitch soon becomes futile. Rather they depend on recursive process of auditory input – 

intervals. 

 Understanding the origin of symbolic representation, pitch perception, and music is 

always an enigma since these concepts do not fossilize. However, the development of relative 

pitch is one of the most masterful products of human evolution. Concentrating on the 



constraints and requirements of the human sound perception, we could give some firm knocks 

on the enigmatic evolution of symbolic representation. 
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